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MEDICAL SPECIALIZATIONS: ASPECTS FOR A
NEW DEBATE
The education of specialized doctors must be a
public concern for those
people and institutions
that are involved in the
medical area because we
invest a significant part
of the time and resources
looking for the best possible medical care.
In that sense, doctors´
education should occupy
a prominent place in the
society. However, few
declarations and medical-scientific publications analyze this situation,
which is surprising given the complexity of the epistemological
aspects in medical education.
In the last months, the Colombian Government has pronounced
in relation to specialized education in medicine from the Ministerio
de Educación Nacional and Ministerio de Salud y Protección Social.
Both departments seek the public acknowledgment of the education
quality focused on scientific visibility and educational efficiency.
These proposals are away from the opinions of other sectors in
Colombian education, which focus on the quality, cultural aspects,
social equality and economic efficiency. For these sectors, the
medical education in terms of quality is different from the business
environment, where the essential is to satisfy the customer, the
employer, the use of the product or the price to pay.
Recently, a well-known medical journal draw attention to the
excessive of “diligence” in the efficiency and productivity of medical
education opposed to the need to educate better professionals. For
the authors of this document, the principles of fast-food restaurants
are an example of the obvious domain that exerts these type of
systems on the society and regrettably, that includes medicine.
Other authors point out as inadequate the lack of scientific evidence
to make decisions about postgraduate medical education from
practical subjects such as the students’ work and rest time to
deeper issues such as decent economic remuneration, health and
occupational risks, pension, vacations and many others that are
framed in the state regulations.
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The tension between the positions that
are derived from social, commercial
or government interests and scientific
arguments about medical education are not
new to epistemology area. Philosophers like
Bunge, Gadamer, among others, have written
about what is considered “problematic”
in the medical education attracted by the
science and the social reality. From a point
of view more critical: Ilich, Chomsky and
Brown have openly questioned doctors and
scientists for their lack of commitment to the
community and their weak ethic attitude in
front of the techno-sciences.
Regarding this situation, medicine professors,
especially those with medical specializations,
are wondering how the demands of quality and
the requirements of technological sciences
and innovations can be accomplished and, at
the same time, respond to the ethical and
moral commitments that society requires. For
several years, there have been voices from
different theoretical disciplines that help to
answer that complex question, which exhorts
medicine professors to leave their comfort
zones, treatment guidelines, controlled
clinical trials and biomedical proposals and
take part in the confrontation of guidelines
about daily educational practice.
According with Schön:
In
the
various
topography
of
professional practice there are high
and firm lands from which a marsh
can be seen. In the highlands, easyto-control
problems
are
solved
through the application of theory
and technique based on research. In
the swamp lowlands, confusing and
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unclear problems are resistant to a
technical solution. (...) A dilemma like
this has two points of origin: one, the
dominant idea of rigorous professional
knowledge,
based
on
technical
rationality; and another, the awareness
of the areas of practice unclear and
muddy that remain outside the canons
of technical rationality.
In conclusion, there is a lack of scientific
evidence for referring to postgraduate
medical education. One possible answer is to
rethink the professor´s labor in his utopia, as
the central author of the ethos of education,
as the leader of the group and individual
knowledge in the educational institution.
Someone who see in the other a citizen with
equal rights and guide future doctors with
examples in the daily professorial activity.
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